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LED task lights and magnifiers  
for maritime applications   
Split (m) and Wave (m) LED
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Please refer to our website 

for information about 

our 5-year warranty.
www.glamox.com/gmo 

We are working continuously to improve our LED solutions and to provide you with the best technology. Please see our web for latest updates on technical information.

Light source: 2 x 6 Watt LED modules
Colour rendering: CRI 90 (Split)
 CRI 80 (Wave)   
Lifetime: Minimum 50.000 hours
CCT: 3000 K (Split)
 4000 K (Wave)
Switch: On/off and seamless dimming (Split)
 Wave has two separate switches and  
 three-step dimming 0-50-100%
Power supply: Delivered with cable and plug
 Plug-in 20V power supply (Split)
Timer: Auto shut-off after 4 or 9 hours
Body material: Steel and aluminium
Arm length: 80 cm (Split)
 105 cm (Wave)

Please refer to our website 

for information about 

our 5-year warranty.
www.glamox.com/gmo 

Article No. Type

SPL026512 Split(M) LED T80 Ag 206 930 CLA EU

SPL026513 Split(M) LED T80 Wh 206 930 CLA EU

SPL026514 Split(M) LED T80 Bl 206 930 CLA EU

Article No. Type

SPL026515 Split(M) LED T80 Ag 206 SEN 930 CLA EU

SPL026516 Split(M) LED T80 Wh 206 SEN 930 CLA EU

SPL026517 Split(M) LED T80 Bl 206 SEN 930 CLA EU

Article No. Type

WAL026507 Wave(M) LED T105 Wh 206 840 3,5D CLA EU

WAL026508 Wave(M) LED T105 Lg 206 840 3,5D CLA EU

WAL026509 Wave(M) LED T105 Wh 206 840 5D CLA EU

WAL026510 Wave(M) LED T105 Lg 206 840 5D CLA EU

We are working continuously to improve our LED solutions and to provide you with the best technology. Please see our web for latest updates on technical information.

Selection of items

Split LED task light

Split LED task light with presence sensor

Wave LED illuminated magnifier

Please see our web for more variants and details

Wave (m) LED

Split (m) 

Wave (m) LED is ideal for use in a ship’s repair shop.



With its graceful shape and all metal 
construction, this impressive task light will 
stand out in any marine environment. It has a 
spring-balanced arm which is equipped with 
friction locking devices for marine use.

Distinctive design
Split (m) has a distinctive design and great 
functionality. The lamp head is made of a 
slim sheet of aluminium which has been cut 
and shaped so that the LED light sources are 
directed at an angle towards the desk top. 
This contributes to Split’s excellent asymmetric 
light distribution.

The 3D-feature is especially welcome when 
working with circuit boards and similar 
delicate objects. With its rectangular lens, 
Wave (m) LED is also suitable for reading 
purposes.  It has a spring-balanced arm 
which is equipped with locking wheels for 
marine use. Colours: White or light grey.

Maximum flexibility and precision 
The flexibility of the joint between lamp head 
and arm makes exact positioning easy. The 
spring balanced arm provides maximum 
vertical and horizontal movement, and will 
always stay in the right position without 
drifting. 

Split (m): 

High output LED task light for large work areas
Wave (m) LED: 

Maritime LED magnifier with 3D feature

Split (m) is a powerful task light for large, demanding work places at sea. It has twice 
the light output and provides higher lux levels than our traditional task lights. Split is 
particularly suitable for large work surfaces where plenty of light is needed. 

Wave (m) LED is a magnifier for maritime applications. Wave (m) LED offers shadow-
free magnification with light coming from both sides, as well as three-dimensional 
magnification with light coming from the left or right. 

Colours: Black, white or silver grey glossy 
paint.

2 x 6 Watt LED
Split (m) is equipped with two custom-made 
6 Watt LED modules, which provide a 
broad, directional light across the work 
surface. The two LED modules are positioned 
in a 30° angle.  This provides for a particu-
larly wide light distribution. With two LED 
modules the light covers a large area, while 
the lamp head stays parallel with the surface 
– providing asymmetric and ergonomically 
correct workstation lighting. 

Wave (m) is supplied with a 3.5 or 5 diop-
ter crown glass lens. Each diopter increases 
magnification by 25%. A cloth cover is 
provided to protect the lens from dust and 
to prevent the luminaire from inadvertently 
turning into a burning glass.

LED: Light source of the future!
Wave (m) LED is equipped with two 6 W 
LED modules, which are lit individually. The 
modules are dimmable, and automatically 
turn themselves off after 4 or 9 hours in order 
to save energy.

The LED modules have a life expectancy of 
50.000 hours. This means 25 years or more 
of normal office use. Split (m) is dimmable, 
and equipped with automatic shut-off in or-
der to save energy. A built-in timer automati-
cally turns the light off after 4 or 9 hours.

Available with presence sensor
A presence sensor version is also available. 
The sensor turns the light on when presence 
is detected. The sensor also turns the light off 
after 15 minutes of inactivity.

Light emitting diodes have an incredibly long 
life span. The diodes in Wave (m) LED have 
a life expectancy of 50.000 hours. That 
means 25 years or more with normal use. 

Two LED modules
Spit (m) has two 6 Watt LED modules which are  
positioned in a 30° angle. This provides for a  
particularly wide light distribution. 

Two light sources
Wave (m) LED is equipped with two 6 W LED  
modules, which are lit individually. Wave LED  
provides 3D magnification when only one light 
source is lit.

Friction locking devices for marine use
Split (m) is equipped with two arm anti-drift devices, 
which are tightened to the upper and lower arm, in-
creasing friction and thus providing a braking effect. 
This is particularly convenient for use at sea.

Lockable table edge clamp
The table edge clamp is equipped with a spigot 
rotation locking wheel.

Sturdy table bracket
Wave (m) LED is delivered with a table clamp made 
of steel, with an arm anti-swing locking screw. The 
table clamp has a steel plate for mounting under-
neath the table with two long screws and wing nuts.

Arm locking wheels 
Wave (m) LED is equipped with powerful arm joint 
locking wheels that are tightened to prevent the arm 
from drifting.

Split (m)

Wave (m) LED


